
1. The wedding fashion industry's

quest for a competitive edge and

the resulting preference for

unique colors has made finding

matching ties or bow ties for the

groomsmen virtually impossible.

For a competitive edge, the likes

of Florida-based David's Bridal

sees to it that the colors of their

bridesmaid dresses are not

available elsewhere. In fact,
wedding
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5. The great majority of weddings

do not have the same color on

the bridesmaid dresses and

groomsmen's ties or bow ties.

Matching colors are a

compromise at best. This is

primarily brought about by bridal

shops wanting to carry unique

colors on their bridesmaid

dresses, and the ties and bow

ties coming from different artisans

or shops. Those that get the motif

color right often keep the ties as a

remembrance of their most
special day.

2. Ordering online may appear to be a

convenient option. There is no need

to travel, especially crucial in the

face of the pandemic. Until you

realize that you will practically be

ordering blind. Ordering online

compounds the problem as the

color onscreen differs from the

actual color, and from screen to
screen.

4. Women have better color vision

than men and pick up color

mismatch better and quicker. This

has been confirmed in a number

of studies which also found that

men are less adept at

distinguishing among shades in

the center of the color spectrum,

like blue, green, and yellow. If it is

a consolation, male wedding

guests are less likely to notice

motif color mismatch.

wedding fashion designers like Vera Wang carried by David's Bridal has

their own colors for the same reason - like VW Olive or VW Champagne.

With the possible manufacturing color choices at a hundred million, finding

neckties or bow ties for the groomsmen of the same color as the
bridesmaid dresses is extremely difficult.

3. Bride-to-be Amy Dickenson, who

flew to the Philippines and other

Asian countries in search of the

perfect match in neckwear for the

groomsmen ended up settling for

the closest matching color she can

find. But when she found out that

she can have her wedding ties

custom-made in the factory
accordingaccording to a David’s Bridal color-swatch, she ditched her Asian find. 

6. Weddings that are streamed on

video-conferencing platforms like

Zoom are magnified on guest

screens. Where eye contact is

awkward in person, ogling is

something you can do without

someone becoming aware. If you

ever wondered why it’s called

Zoom, there you are.

7. Tie shops are aware that there

will be plenty of returns from the

wedding market. Couples,

especially the bride-to-be buys

wedding ties from different shops

in the hope of getting the right

color by chance, and return the

others they rejected. But the

shops are also aware of just how

hectic weddings can get, and that

time is on their side when brides

need motif-ties for the

groomsmen. So this has not

really pushed shops to carry as

many solid colors as possible,

which they have to do across the

sizes. This makes the search for
a particular color more difficult.

8. While finding ready-made ties or

bow ties in the color of your

bridesmaid dresses is extremely

difficult, it is routine for a factory

that starts the production process

from the dyeing of the threads to

do so. The dye is matched to a

color-swatch, or the swatch is

matched to the threads that have
already been dyed.


